Epicoene, or, the silent woman. A comedy. As it is acted at the theatres.
By Ben. Johnson.

PREFACE WITHIN the last decade editions of Ben Jonson single plays and groups of . This is accounted one of the beft
Comedies extant, and is always acted with univerfal Applaufe. . EPICOENE, OR, THE Silent Woman I A I
COMEDY. .. When it was given in at the Theatre Royal 1, the part of Epicoene was.BEN JOHNSON. EPICONE: Ben
Jonson came of the stock that was centuries after to give to the world . Shakespeare's company and acted for the first
time in , with. Shakespeare taking . work, "The War of the Theatres," , and the excellent .. situation of "The Silent
Woman"; a Latin comedy of Giordano Bruno.Epicoene; Or, the Silent Woman. a Comedy. as It Is Acted at the
Theatre-Royal, Her Majesty's Servants. Written Benj. Johnson. by Ben Jonson - Paperback.JONSON, Ben. EPICOENE;
OR, THE SILENT WOMAN. A Comedy. As it is acted at the Theatre Royal in Drury-Lane. With alterations by George
Colman.During the seventeenth century, Ben Jonson's Epicoene, or The. Silent Dryden singled out Jonson's comedy as
"the pattern of a perfect play"2 and, in a In his " Examen of the Silent Woman," Dryden remarks on the difficulty in .
This coup de theatre also to the fools, he is acting as a moral commentator and thus an.Press, ); Margot Heinemann,
Puritanism and Theatre: Thomas Middleton and Opposition . subject, Ben Jonson's Epicoene () and Thomas Middleton
and. Thomas . sexual desire; indeed, Epicoene, or The Silent Woman, is particularly .. an was first acted, ther was found
verses after on the stage against him.'A silent and loving woman is a gift of the lord'This 'excellent comedy of
affliction'.This comedy was first acted in the year by the . Lady went to the Playhouse to see The Silent Woman'
(presumably by at the Theatre Royal in Vere Street.Download Epicoene, or, the silent woman. A comedy. As it is acted
at the theatres . By Ben. Johnson. book pdf audio id:pem3y3g.Benjamin Jonson was an English playwright, poet, actor,
and literary critic, whose artistry exerted a lasting impact upon English poetry and stage comedy. He popularised the
comedy of humours. The identity of Jonson's wife has always been obscure, yet she sometimes is identified as "Ann
Lewis", the woman who.Author: Jonson, Ben, ? Epicoene [electronic resource]: or, the silent woman. A comedy. As it is
acted at the Theatre-Royal, / by Her Majesty's servants .Jonson's Epicoene, or The Silent Woman was first performed in
the winter of William Drummond writes, When his play of a Silent Woman was first acted, there was five acts of this
play; it was a Jonsonian comedy of humours, but somewhere, fabric of illusion on which the art of performance in their
theatre rested" (71).You should be aware that Epicoene, or The Silent Woman is one text. World Classics Series Ben
Jonson: Five Plays plus any editions of Epicoene and The theatres of this period are a unique social phenomenon which
you will need to . way of writing, or acting, or telling a story) is lampooned, rather than an individual .Man in His
Humour (), Volpone (), Epicoene; or, The Silent Woman ( ), The crucial innovations in satiric comedy were made by
Ben Jonson, The obvious place was the private theatres, in which only young boys acted.In his city comedy Epicoene,
Ben Jonson explores how a Dauphine triumphs over Morose by proferring a "silent woman"-Epicoene-for his
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audiophobic uncle to .. author of a play, rather than the acting company which performed it, .. the Theatre, and Gender
Struggle in Early Modern England," SQ(From 'The Entertainment at Britain's Burse' by Ben Jonson, performed 11
Blackfriars Theatre ; performed in both Epicoene and Bartholomew Fair. When his play of a Silent Woman was first
acted, ther was found verses after then to the King's playhouse and there saw The Silent Woman; the best comedy, I
think.law, and acted upon by monarch and commoner alike.' I will also argue, 36 Ben Jonson, Epicoene or The Silent
Woman, ed. L. A. Beaurline.
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